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1. Introduction

Baskeet (also known as Basketo) is an Omotic language spoken by about 80,000 speakers in the Basketo Special Woreda and in the Melo Woreda of the Gamo-Gofa Zone in the Southern Region of Ethiopia. Baskeet (ISO 639-3 code: bst) belongs to the Omoto branch of North Omotic.

The story of Dog and Hyena was recorded from Kantso Kammo (see photo), who is the spiritual head of the Kalmina’ clan and carries the title Buzan Kaat. The recording was made on 26 October 2008 in his home in the ward of Awra Soosta (Basketo Special Woreda). Subsequently, the native speakers Dutse Tamiru and Abraham Tacho assisted in the transcription and translation of the recording.

The original text is given below in a Latin-based orthography. Some graphemes do not correspond to their IPA values: <’> [ʔ], <c> [tʃ], <c’> [tʃ’], <d’> [d], <ng> [ŋ], <y> [j], <j> [ʒ]. Vowel and consonant length is marked by double letters. Baskeet is a tonal language. However, tone is not marked below, as the tonal analysis is still incomplete and the sandhi rules that determine the realisation of tone in an utterance are not yet entirely understood. The Baskeet text given below corresponds to the spoken version as it was recorded; the text was not edited.

A sound file with the recording of the text is available at: www.ethnorema.it/pdf/numero%208/KantsoKammoLS100248.mp3 (or win.ethnorema.it/multimedia/numero%208/KantsoKammoLS100248.mp3).

1 Acknowledgments: Research on the Baskeet language has been sponsored by a La Trobe University Post-doctoral fellowship (2008-2011) and a documentation grant by the Endangered Languages Documentation Programme (SOAS, University of London) (2011-2013). This support is gratefully acknowledged. I would also like to express my gratitude to Kantso Kammo, Dutse Tamiru and Abraham Tacho.

2 According to the 2007 Ethiopian census, there are 78,284 members of the Baskeet ethnic group in Ethiopia (http://www.csa.gov.et/pdf/Cen2007_firstdraft.pdf; p. 84).
2. Baskeet text


3. English translation

(1) My dear listeners, Dog and Hyena happened to meet each other on the way and Hyena said: “Hey, Dog!” — (2) (Dog:) “Yes.” — (3) (Hyena:) “From which market do you come?” — (4) (Dog:) “I come from the Gangarc’a market.” — (5) (Hyena:) “What was announced at the Gangarc’a market today?” — (6) (Dog:) “This announcement, what you say (about it)?” (7) Hyenas have been eating dogs, but they should not eat them any longer. (8) The hyenas should simply go past the dogs. (9) The hyenas should simply (go) past the dogs … the dogs should walk past the hyenas. (10) Butter should warm itself at the fire-place. (11) Fire should thatch houses,” it was announced in this way.” — (12) (Hyena:) “It was said in this way?” — (13) (Dog:) “Yes.” (14) “I wasn’t aware of that,” said (Hyena) and he came to the river over here, (15) (whereas) Dog was walking (away) over (to) there, looking back across his shoulder, (16) (and) the animal at the water, Hyena, said: (17) “Let me drink a little bit over water”, he bent down, (18) and – see! – (his) teeth were interlocked. (19) (Hyena:) “Oh, my God! (20) My interlocked teeth,” he looked down into the water like (into) a mirror and said: (21) “My interlocked teeth, did they cause me to be insulted?” (22) (Hyena:) “I will not let him (= Dog) get away. (23) I don’t care about the announcement!” (24) He (= Hyena) ran (to) over there (and called:) (25) “Dog, please wait (for me)! (26) You can go after I have kissed you.” — (27) O O (= Dog throws two kisses at him from far) “This should be the kiss,” he said. (28) “I beg you, stop!” (Hyena) called, (29) (but) Dog kept on running, running, over one

3 Abbreviation: … = speaker interrupts and restructures/corrects the sentence.

4 The verb form ganasta ‘I might drink’ is an error here; the speaker should have used ganasto ‘let me drink’.

5 The name of the market, Gangarc’a, and the verb gangarc’- (variant: gangirc’) ‘be interlocked (of teeth, especially of dead animals)’ sound very similar and Hyena is suddenly convinced that Dog has (indirectly) made fun of his (= Hyena’s) teeth when he mentioned the market he came from.
mountain, over another mountain and (30) he arrived at his master’s house and wanted to enter (31) (but) the door was closed, (32) he tried once (to open the door), then left it immediately and ran through the holes for liquid waste (into the barn), (33) (but his) tail! (34) Hyena snatched it, broke it off and took it. (35) “Ehee (= laughter),” in the barn, Dog laughed and said: (36) “Wuh Wuuuuu. Have you taken my ears (which I need) to listen or (37) have you taken my nose (which I need) to smell?” (38) “My master has (already) sharpened an axe and put it (aside), (saying:) (39) ‘I will cut it (= the tail) off tomorrow, I will cut it off the day after tomorrow’, (40) (but) he was busy working and didn’t get around to doing it. (41) My lord (Hyena), you have (now) broken it off and taken it, (but) what have you (actually) taken?”

---

6 In Baskeet, the tails of dogs are usually shortened by their owners due to aesthetic considerations.